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Required MaterialsRequired Materials

• White gel pen for highlights

• Blow-dryer

Optional MaterialsOptional Materials

Welcome to Watercolor
Watercolor painting can be a fun and relaxing artistic outlet. While these projects have been designed for use in  

conjunction with the Level 5 Language Arts Course Book, we encourage you to continue practicing the skills and 

techniques outlined throughout this book. A list of materials is provided below, and some basic tips to get you 

started are listed on the following page.

• Wear old clothing or put on an apron to protect your 

clothes while painting. 

• Do not leave brushes in your water container while 

not in use.  

• Rinse brushes thoroughly after each use. Lay them  

out flat on paper towels to dry.

•  Let pan watercolors dry on a flat surface to avoid leaks, 

spills, and mixed colors.

Care of MaterialsCare of Materials
•  Watercolor Around the World Template Sheets

•  Set of quality pan watercolors including basic 

colors (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, 

brown, black) 

•  Round paintbrushes: small, medium, large (sizes  

2, 6, and 12 recommended)

• Paper towels

• Small water container (a mug or plastic cup  

works well)

• Rock salt (used in Projects 7 and 10)

• Black fine-tipped pen or colored pencil for  

details and outlines
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A Few Good Tips
• Choose the right brush. Because larger-sized brushes 

are good for covering large areas with color, we 

recommend using them to paint backgrounds. Use a 

medium-sized brush to mix your paints with water and 

add color to smaller areas. Small brushes are excellent for 

painting fine lines and details.

• Mix colors on the watercolor pan set lid. You may also 

use a separate plastic mixing palette (available at your  

local arts and crafts store) or a plastic container lid. Rinse 

your brush thoroughly before switching colors.

• Use the paints you have to create the tints and shades 
you need. For lighter tints, add water to your palette lid 

with a clean brush, and then add a drop or two of paint 

to the water until you get the tint you desire. For darker 

shades, use more color and less water so your shade 

is more intense. You can also create deeper shades by 

adding more layers of paint.

• Add paint in layers. In these projects, you’ll be adding  

a layer of color in each step. Paint the lightest areas 

before building up color in the darker areas. Let your 

paper dry completely before moving on to the next step.

• Paint lightly. You can make colors darker and more  

intense by adding another layer of paint, but you  

cannot make areas lighter.

• Don’t saturate the paper with water or paint. 
Repeatedly adding paint to a wet area can cause 

the paper to tear.

• Use washes of color for large areas and back-
grounds. To create a wash, wet the desired area 

with clean water. Then mix water and paint on 

your palette and apply to your wet paper.

• Don’t be afraid to experiment. Try mixing colors  

and using a variety of brushstrokes and textures.  

Experimenting can lead to mastering the use of 

tools, helping you to achieve the desired results.

• Turn your mistakes into creative solutions.  
It’s normal to make mistakes, so instead of giving  

up or starting over, think of a way to incorporate 

the mistake into your work. If there is an  

unexpected splatter or drip, add more drips and 

splatters to create texture. Tidy up an uneven line 

by drawing over messy spots with a colored pencil 

after the paint has dried. If you turn a mistake into 

a creative solution, you may find that you like  

your work even more than before.

Welcome  to Watercolor



4 Project 1 • Spectacled Bear

Spectacled Bear
Project 1Project 1

ColorsColors
You will need yellow, orange, brown, and black. 

InstructionsInstructions
To prepare your paint, use your brush to 

add a bit of water to your selected paint 

colors. Mix. 

Use the numbered images for reference 

while completing each step. Let your 

paint and paper dry before moving on  

to the next step. You can use a blow- 

dryer to speed up the drying time.

1. Using yellow paint, lay down 

color for the lightest areas of 

the picture (around the eyes, 

head, and chest). Use only a tiny 

bit of paint mixed with water for the 

lightest areas. Work outward, adding 

more paint to make darker areas. Add  

light strokes of orange and brown  

to the edges. Allow the paint to dry.

2. When the first layer of paint is  

completely dry, add more brown and 

orange paint to build volume. Work 

outward from the edges of the  

lighter areas. Mix the colors 

together to get more interesting 

shades. Use a light touch of 

orange for the bear’s nose. 

Allow the paint to dry.

11

22



5Project 1 • Spectacled Bear

3. Using brown and black, cover almost 

the whole body of the bear, leaving the 

lightest areas of the body in the orange 

and yellow colors you painted in the 

previous steps. Use small brushstrokes 

around light areas to create the look  

of the bear’s fur.

4. After the previous layer of paint has 

dried completely, mix black and brown 

to paint in the paws of the bear, and 

then add shadows to the ears, head, and  

legs. Let dry.

33 44 55

5. Add final touches  

with black paint to  

define the fur texture,  

eyes, mouth, and claws. 

You can use a colored 

pencil on top of dried 

watercolor to add even 

more detail. Refer to the 

finished painting on the 

previous page for an 

example.

Here’s a t ip!

If you add too much 

color to an area, you 

can use a paper towel 

to soak up the paint 

while it is still wet. 

Press gently and let 

your paint and paper 

dry completely before 

starting again.
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Color Wheel and 
 Techniques

Project 2Project 2 ColorsColors
In this lesson, you will paint the color wheel 

using different mixtures of red, yellow, and 

blue. You may choose any paint colors you 

like for practicing the different watercolor 

techniques.

Color Wheel InstructionsColor Wheel Instructions
1. Paint the primary colors on the color 

wheel template in the spaces provided.  

Rinse brush thoroughly. Mix equal  

parts of any two primary colors to  

create a secondary color and fill in  

the corresponding space on the color  

wheel template. Continue filling in each  

secondary color space with the correct 

mixture of colors, rinsing the brush 

thoroughly before making each  

new mixture.

2. Make a secondary color mixture and 

add a bit of the correct primary color  

to create a tertiary color. Fill in the  

corresponding space on the template. 

Repeat until you have filled in each  

tertiary color space, being sure to rinse 

the brush before making each new  

mixture. Let dry.
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Technique InstructionsTechnique Instructions
1. Splatter. Using a medium-sized brush, mix a paint color  

with water to load the brush with paint. Holding the loaded 

brush over your paper, tap the brush handle against another 

brush or pencil to create splatters. Try using different sizes of  

brushes to vary the sizes of your splatters. You can also hold 

the loaded brush over your paper and let the paint drip and 

fall onto the desired area.

2. Wet on wet. Wet the desired area of paper with clean water. 

Apply a watery mix of paint directly onto the wet paper. Add 

different colors to the same area while the paper is still very 

wet, letting the colors blend and bleed into each other. This 

method works well for creating washes of color over large 

areas.

3. Building color. Mix a bit of paint with water and apply  

a light layer of color directly onto the paper. Let dry. Paint 

over part of the previously applied color, creating a slightly 

darker area. Let dry. Repeat, painting each layer on top of a 

portion of the previous layer. Remember to let each layer dry 

completely before adding more paint.

4. Dry brush. Load a damp brush with paint and remove any 

excess moisture with a paper towel. Apply a few strokes of 

paint onto a dry piece of paper. This method creates unique 

textures and can be used to paint fine details. 

Splatter

Wet on wet

Building color

Dry brush



8 Project 3 • L lama Scene

L lama Scene
Project 3Project 3

ColorsColors
You will need yellow, orange, brown, green, red, blue, and purple. 

InstructionsInstructions
1. Using yellow paint, lay down color 

for the lightest areas of the llama. 

Use only a tiny bit of paint mixed 

with water for the lightest areas 

and work outward, adding yellow, 

orange, and light-brown paint until 

the entire body is colored. Let  

paint dry.

2. Build volume by adding orange and 

light-brown paint to the llama’s 

body. Be gentle and use light, soft 

brushstrokes. Use orange for the 

back and legs. Use brown for the 

neck, ears, and tail. Let dry.

11



9Project 3 • L lama Scene

3. Use a mixture of orange and brown 

to add shadows to the llama’s body. 

Add dark spots to the legs and neck. 

Create shadows inside the ears. Use 

small brushstrokes to create the  

look of the llama’s fur. Allow to dry.

4. Wet the sky area of the paper with 

clean water. While the paper is wet, 

mix blue paint with a small bit of 

green. Then, leaving empty spots  

for clouds, brush the mixture onto 

the wet paper. Let dry. Mix yellow 

with a bit of green and red and lay 

down color for the middle field. 

Paint the grass using a mixture of 

yellow and green, adding more paint 

to darken the grass clumps. Let dry.

5. Wet the mountain area of the  

paper with clean water. Add blue  

and purple paint to the wet paper 

and blend. Let dry. Using a mix of 

blue and purple paint, add shadows 

to the mountain and middle field. 

Once your paper has dried, use a 

colored pencil or pen to draw and 

define details. Look at the finished  

painting on the previous page  

for reference.

22

33

44

55

Here’s a t ip!
Use your medium brush to paint the llama, your large brush  

  to paint the background, and your small brush to add details.



10 Project 4 • Illuminated Letter “S”

Illuminated Letter “S”
Project 4Project 4

InstructionsInstructions
1. Prepare your paint by mixing your paint color into a bit of 

water. Mix yellow paint with a tiny bit of orange and brown 

to get a gold shade. Paint in the gold details of the letter. 

Let dry completely before continuing.

2. Mix red with a bit of brown and paint all the red parts of the 

letter. Let dry.

3. Mix blue with purple and paint the deep-blue areas of  

the image.

Here’s a t ip!
If you are intimidated by the idea of adding color to small, 

tight spaces, use your smallest paintbrush to make some 

practice brushstrokes on the back of your paper. Try  

making brushstrokes of different thicknesses. Once  

you have practiced, you should have a better idea  

of the size of brushstrokes you will need to make in  

order to fill in those tight spaces on your template.

ColorsColors
You will need yellow, orange, brown, red, blue, and purple. 

As with the previous projects, remember to let the paint 

and paper dry after completing each step.
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4. After the paint is completely dry, you can add more 

details to the painted areas. Use the same mixture 

of colors from Step 1 and add more brown to the 

mixture to create a darker gold. Use the new  

mixture to add shadows to the gold areas of the  

letter. Make the red paint mixture from Step 2 and 

go over the edges of the red areas to create  

shadows. Let dry.

5. Use a black colored pencil or fine-tipped  

pen to add outlines to the letter. You can use 

a white gel pen to add details and highlights 

if you wish. Refer to the finished painting on 

the previous page for an example.

11 22 33 44



12 Project 5 • Illuminated Letter “X”

Illuminated Letter “X”
Project 5Project 5

InstructionsInstructions
1. Mix the green paint with a tiny bit of 

yellow and paint the green details of 

the letter. Let dry before continuing.

2. Mix yellow with a bit of orange and 

paint all the light-orange areas on the 

inside of the letter. Mix purple with 

blue and paint the purple areas on 

either side of the letter. Let dry.

ColorsColors
You will need green, yellow, orange, purple, 

blue, red, and brown.

11
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3. Mix orange with a bit of 

red and brown. Paint the 

dark-orange areas of the 

image that surround  

the letter.

4. After the paint is dry, 

you can add detail and 

volume to your painting.  

Make the green paint 

mixture from Step 1 and 

paint over the edges of 

the green areas to add 

shadows. Let dry.

22

33 44

5. Make the same paint mixture from  

Step 2 and add shading to the 

light-orange areas on the inside of the 

letter. Mix orange paint with a tiny bit of 

red and paint the edges of the segments 

of the braid in the thinner arm of the “X.” 

Mix orange paint with a bit of brown  

and color in all the dots. Let dry.

6. Use a black colored pencil or pen and add 

outlines to the letter. You can also draw 

small details and highlights with a white 

gel pen. Refer to the finished painting  

on the previous page for an example.

55



14 Project 6 • Lighthouse

Lighthouse
Project 6Project 6 InstructionsInstructions

1. Wet the paper with clean water and paint 

the sky area with a small bit of blue paint 

mixed with water. Add a drop of purple  

paint closer to the horizon line and blend.

2. Mix green and blue paint and lay down  

color for the sea. Add purple and blue 

paint to create darker waves near the  

horizon. Mix a tiny bit of blue and black 

paint with water, and then add light 

shadows to both the lighthouse and the 

cottage. To create loose cloud shapes 

surrounding the lighthouse, wet the paper 

again in uneven spots and let drops of 

blue and purple paint fall onto the wet 

areas. You can blot the paint with a dry 

paper towel to create more texture. 

ColorsColors
You will need blue, purple, green, black, red, orange, and yellow.

11
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3. Make a watery mixture of red and 

orange paint with a drop of purple 

to paint the lighthouse stripes.

4. While the wet areas dry, begin 

painting the grass with a light,  

watery mixture of yellow and 

green. Use orange paint for  

the footpath.

5. Mix purple, black, and blue to paint 

the darkest parts of the lighthouse. 

Mix red, purple, and black to paint 

the roof of the cottage. Use a blue 

and purple mixture for the cottage 

windows and an orange, red, and 

black mixture for the door. Use the 

same yellow-green mixture from 

Step 4 to layer more paint onto  

the grass and fill in any white areas. 

Add more green paint to the  

yellow-green mixture, and then 

paint clumps of grass.

6. After the painting has dried, load 

one paintbrush with watery blue 

paint and use another paintbrush 

or pencil to tap the loaded brush. 

The paint will splatter onto the  

paper, creating unique details. Look at the finished painting on the 

previous page for reference. Try this technique with other colors.

22 33

44 55
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Sea Turtle
Project 7Project 7 InstructionsInstructions

1. Wet a sheet of paper with clean water. Using a 

large brush, paint the background with light 

tints of yellow and blue. Work from top to 

bottom, adding more paint to create depth.

ColorsColors
You will need yellow, blue, green, orange, red, brown, purple, and 

black. You will also need rock salt for this lesson. 

11

22
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2. Continue to paint the background with blue shades. 

While the paper is still wet, pour rock salt onto the  

paper to create texture.

3. After the background and salt have dried, remove  

excess salt crystals from the paper. Begin painting  

the turtle, starting with the fins and the underside 

of the body. Create and use light shades of yellows, 

blues, and greens. Without waiting for the paint 

to dry, use brown paint to add spots to the turtle’s 

underbelly and far-right fin.

4. Paint the segments of the turtle’s shell using yellow 

for the lightest areas. Work outward, gradually  

darkening the color toward the edges of each  

segment by blending orange, red, and brown  

paint. Paint each segment, piece by piece,  

until the shell is completed. 

5. Mix water with a small bit of orange and brown paint 

to tint the turtle’s head and fins. Without waiting for 

the paint to dry, add dots using a mixture of purple 

and brown. Paint the eyes with a mixture of purple 

and black. Let dry.

6. Use brown and purple paint to create shadows along 

the edges of the fins and body. Use blue paint to add 

shadows and splatters to the water. Look at the  

finished painting on the previous page for reference. 

4433 55

   Rock salt absorbs extra moisture and creates  

beautiful stains and shapes. Experiment! 

Here’s a t ip!



18 Project 8 • Black Forest Farmhouse

Project Project 88 InstructionsInstructions
1. Wet the paper and paint the sky with 

blue and purple paint. Working down 

from the top, add more water to create 

a lighter wash of color. Let dry. Wet 

the paper and paint the upper hills, 

adding spots of green and yellow.  

Use plenty of water to blend the  

colors. Add a couple of spots of blue 

and purple to create depth. Let dry.

2. Using a mix of brown and yellow, add 

a light wash of color to the roof and 

the pathway. Mix brown and black 

to paint the darkest shadows of the 

house.

ColorsColors
You will need blue, purple, green, yellow, brown, black, red, and orange.

Black Forest Farmhouse

11
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3. Paint the hills by wetting the 

paper and adding spots of green, 

blue, brown, and yellow. Let 

the colors bleed into each other 

and add more paint as needed. 

Paint the pine trees with a mix 

of green and purple. Paint the 

lower hills with a watery mix of 

green, yellow, and brown.  

Add a wash of brown to the front 

of the house and mix brown  

and yellow to paint the side of 

the house. 

4. Paint the grass by wetting the 

paper and adding a wash of  

yellow paint. While the paper 

is wet, blend in large strokes of 

green. Paint the bushes with a 

mix of green and yellow. Add 

dots of purple and red for  

flowers. Add more color to the 

front of the house using a mix  

of yellow and brown. Let dry.

5. Add a layer of brown paint to darker areas of the roof, front, and side of the house. Let dry. Add a wash of blue  

to the windows. Let dry. Use a mix of brown, purple, and black to paint shadows and outline the windowpanes 

and balconies. Use brown and orange to add small, thin strokes to the roof.

6. Add details to the grass by painting small, thin strokes of brown, yellow, and green. Look at the finished painting 

on the previous page for reference. 

22 33

44 55



20 Project 9 • Black Forest Mushrooms

Project Project 99

InstructionsInstructions
1. Wet the paper and add spots of brown, 

purple, green, and yellow to the  

background. Try making mixes from 

these colors and adding the mixes  

to the wet paper. The example uses 

purple and brown; green, yellow, and 

brown; and yellow and green. Let the 

colors bleed into each other and blend 

with water if you wish. Let dry.

ColorsColors
You will need brown, purple, green, yellow, red, black, blue, and orange. 

Black Forest Mushrooms

11

Here’s a t ip!

Try using different watercolor  

techniques for the background of 

this project. Refer to page 7  

for examples.
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2. Mix red with a bit of purple and paint the shadows on the left sides of the mushroom caps. Mix brown and  

black and paint the shadows on the branches.

3. After the paper has dried, mix blue and purple and paint a light wash on the right sides of the mushroom caps. 

Let dry. Mix red with a bit of yellow and paint in the rest of the red areas on the mushroom caps. Paint on top 

of the blue-purple wash, but leave spaces for the large dots. Paint the stems of the mushrooms with  

a watery mix of yellow and brown. Mix green and yellow and paint the grass and moss. Let dry.

4. Mix brown, purple, and black and 

paint the shaded areas behind  

the mushrooms. Let dry. Paint the 

branches with a mix of brown and  

yellow. Add some spots of orange  

to the front branch. Mix yellow, 

brown, and green to paint the  

grass surrounding the mushrooms.  

Work upward, starting at the  

bottom branches, and add more 

paint to the grass as you get closer 

to the mushroom stems. Let dry.

5. Mix brown and purple; add paint 

strokes to the background and 

under the branches. Let dry.

6. Using brown, green, purple, and 

orange, experiment with color  

mixing and apply paint mixtures  

to enhance details and shadows. 

Look at the finished painting  

on the previous page for reference.

22

5544

33



22 Project 10 • Cuckoo B ird

Project Project 1010 InstructionsInstructions
1. With a large, wide brush, wet the paper and add 

spots of purple and blue to the background. 

Blend in tiny amounts of red and black with 

plenty of water. Let colors bleed into each other. 

While the paper is still wet, mix green, yellow, 

and brown, and then add color to the bottom of 

the paper. Add rock salt. Let dry and remove salt.

2. Mix blue, purple, and black and paint shadows 

on the bird. Paint the tail black. Apply color to 

the edges of the lower wings with a mix of blue, 

purple, and brown. Mix brown, purple, and black 

and paint shadows on the tree stump. Paint the 

leaves with a mix of green and yellow. Let dry.

ColorsColors

Cuckoo B ird

11
You will need blue, purple, red, black, green, yellow, brown, and 

orange. You will also need rock salt for this lesson. 
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3. Using a watery mix of black and  

blue, paint the bird’s body. Add 

some yellow to the edges of the 

feathers under the tail. Color the  

interior of the tree stump with a 

wash of brown. While the paper is 

still wet, add orange to the lower 

interior portion of the stump and 

blend with water.

4. Paint the eye, beak, and small spot 

on the belly with yellow. Let dry. 

Using a fine-tipped brush, add 

details to the eye and beak with 

black paint. Use small, thin strokes 

of black to define feathers on the 

head, wings, and body. Let dry.

5. Darken areas of the  

background by adding  

more blue and purple. Mix  

blue and black and paint  

shadows on the bird’s lower 

wings. Mix green, yellow, and 

brown and shade the edges  

of the leaves. Paint the stems 

brown. Let dry.

6. Wet the sky area and apply  

a light wash of blue to even  

out the colors. Use a mix of 

purple and black to accent  

details on the feathers. Look 

at the finished painting on the 

previous page for reference.

22

5533 44



24 Project 1 1 • Black Forest Cake

Project Project 1111 InstructionsInstructions
1. Paint the interior and right-side shadows of  

the cake, cake slice, and plates by wetting  

the paper and adding light touches of purple, 

brown, and blue. Use plenty of water to blend.

ColorsColors
You will need purple, brown, blue, yellow, red, and black.

Black Forest Cake

11

22
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2. Wet the background area of the paper and add small 

amounts of purple, brown, blue, and yellow. Add 

water to blend. Mix purple, blue, and black to add 

shadows under the plates. Use a piece of paper to 

cover the cake, and then add splatters by tapping 

a brush full of brown paint against another paint-

brush or pencil. Let dry.

3. Paint the cake layers with a mix of brown, red, and 

purple. Use more paint to darken the top two layers. 

Mix brown and red paints with water to add a light 

wash of color to the outside of the cake and cake 

slice. Let dry. Mix brown, purple, and red paints and 

touch your paintbrush to the side of the cake. Lift 

and repeat. Do this quickly to stipple, which means 

to dot, the side of the cake. Paint the cherries using 

a mix of red and purple. Use blue and brown to add 

shadows and stems to the cherries. Let dry.

4. Use brown and red paints to add a light wash  

of color to the top center of the cake and around 

the cream dollops under the cherries. Use light 

strokes of purple to create ripples on the dollops.

5. Paint a light wash of brown on the left side of the 

cake, covering the white areas. Mix red and purple  

to create drips of cherry juice between the cake 

layers. Mix black and brown to add more dots and 

details to the top and sides of the cake and cake 

slice. Use blue and brown to add shadows to the left 

sides of the plates. Let dry.

6. Use black and purple to darken all shadows. Mix 

brown and yellow to add a light wash of color  

to the icing on the cake and cake slice. Look at  

the finished painting on the previous page  

for reference.

5533 44



26 Project 12 • Native American Pottery

Project Project 1212 InstructionsInstructions
1. Wet the paper and paint the right side of the 

pitcher with a mix of red and brown. Add  

touches of purple to the darkest areas, allowing 

the colors to blend. Paint the inside of the small 

vase brown; add a light wash of red and brown 

to create the vase’s outer curved shadow. For the 

background, add a wash of color using watery 

strokes of blue, purple, and black. Let dry.

2. Using a mix of orange and brown, add color to 

the center areas of both pottery pieces. Leave 

the lightest areas unpainted; use light  

washes of color on the surrounding areas.  

Work outward from the light areas, adding  

more paint to deepen the color. While the paper 

is wet, add different-sized strokes of red, brown, 

and orange to indicate patterns and texture.

ColorsColors
You will need red, brown, purple, blue, black, and orange.

Native American Pottery

11
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3. Wet the paper and paint the left 

sides of the pottery pieces with a 

mix of orange, brown, and purple. 

As in Step 2, leave the lightest  

areas untouched and add more 

paint as you work outward to  

the surrounding areas. Fill in  

the inside of the small vase with  

brown and orange; add strokes of 

red, orange, brown, and purple  

to the pitcher. You can also drip 

paint onto the wet paper to add 

more texture. Let dry.

4. Using a mix of orange, red, and 

brown, add a wash of color over 

both pieces. Let dry.

5. Using the same colors, darken 

shadows and accentuate patterns. 

Let dry. For bottom shadows, wet 

the paper and add touches of  

black, blue, purple, and red under  

each piece.

6. Finish the background by wetting the paper and adding broad strokes of purple, blue, and black. Look at the  

finished painting on the previous page for reference. If you wish, you may use a white gel pen or colored pencil  

to draw more detailed patterns on each piece after the paper has dried.

22

5544

33
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